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Abstract

Crime in the central business district has gained momentum over several years. With the increasing of a non-index crime in Malaysia, it has also indirectly increase the chances of becoming a crime victim among women. Thus, this study intended to examine the exact crime incident area in the city centre that will affect the working women who depend on stage bus to commute. Result shows that most crime occur while walking and waiting at the bus stop. A high level of unsafe were spotted, when they rated a higher dissatisfaction against attributes like comfortable, security and information of the bus.
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1.0 Introduction
Record in the increase crime activities in urban area in Malaysia has been observed. In relation to this, women have been targeted more by crime offenders since years ago compared to men, and this heightens women’s unsafe feeling. A study by Siti and Aldrin in 2011 had further indicated that the correlation between Fear of Crime (FOC) and gender is significant.

Even though the crime itself does not directly demonstrate that it is a transport-related crime, traditionally a high crime occurrence subscribes to the belief that the higher the crime rate in a particular area, the higher would be the chances of becoming a victim of crime in that particular area. This will in turn create a higher feeling of unsafe among travellers especially in urban areas where the trip attraction is extraordinarily high. In spite of considerable media attention on the reporting of serious crime on women, the exact crime area in the city centre for woman travellers remains an open question. In the meantime, in most urban areas in Malaysia, especially an island like Penang, the glowing mass public transport is more likely to be public bus system. The public bus can be considered as the lifeblood of the state economy as most urban dwellers especially women depend on it to commute, for various purposes. Problems arise when poor public transport provision like bus service and its infrastructure are not being well taken care of. Bad infrastructure especially walkways to and from the stop, poor design and maintenance of bus stop and busses, inadequate security measures throughout the entire journey have also risk women’s movement into the risk of crime victimization. In addition to that, for most women living in an urban area, the reality of fear of assault, attack, harassment and verbal abuse is one of the major influences on their travel decision, especially at night (Howie 2000).

So far, there is no sufficient information regarding this type of problem faced by woman travellers in Penang Island. Therefore, this study aimed to examine critically the historical factors that contributed towards women travelling safety issues. Among the objectives of the study is to determine the central hot spot areas for crime incidence among woman travellers.

2.0 Literature Review
Over the years, progress has been made to identify the factors affecting woman travelling safety because women are considered as a group of people who will face the highest risk of victimization. As a result, Hanlon (1995) contended that their access to safe and vigorous public transportation resources is essential especially to those living in an urban area. A recent study by Rohana, Syed, Mashita and Suhana (2012) had also indicated that poor public transport supply had also contributed to the problem of crime against women and thus increase their level of fear while travelling.

It has conclusively been shown that the safety issues surrounding the bus services are a serious matter that needs urgent attention especially when services in metropolitan area are concerned. This is because Grieco, Pickup and Whipp (1989) contended that besides having to cope with a higher crime rate in an urban area, it is believed that for a public transport to remain competitive in the transport industry, the needs of the passengers especially the dominant users like women must first be addressed.
Nasar and Fisher (1993) had reported that designers such as architects and planners often focus on reducing crime by engaging the physical environmental strategy. According to them, the approach is based on the understanding that the physical environment can be modified through planning and design in order to reduce the opportunities for crime. On the other hand, Lamya and Ali in 2006 discovered that elements such as physical layout, housing typology and the expectations of the surrounding environment directly influence crime. A study in 2007 by Anastasia and John concluded that poor physical environmental design contributes towards higher crime. A study done by Villarreal and Silva in 2006 had further concluded that a good relationship between residential group members is vital in ensuring crime rate reduction. Their study focused on the relationship among the community members as crime reduction tools.

The following diagram indicates the grounded theory of crime structure and crime prevention through environmental design used in the study to further highlight the issues of hot spot crime occurrence in urban areas for woman travellers.

Figure 1. CPTED Theory and Crime Pattern Theory

This study focuses on the infrastructure plan as well as the bus service to further examine on the travel safety issues and thus highlighting the perfect crime incident point during the entire journey from point of origin to destination.

2.1 Crime Area
In 2002, Levinson continued to show that women are more susceptible of being the crime victims generally snatch robbery while walking or waiting at the bus stop. The situation would be worsened if they have to wait for a longer time at the bus stop or walk for a longer distance to the bus stop. In the same year, a recent research conducted by Crime Concern (2002) in Buckinghamshire, identified that fears for personal safety at unlit bus stop was a serious impediment to use the public transport facilities and services.

Over the past century in Penang Island itself, there has been a dramatic increase in the statistics of crime being recorded. Although the reporting of crime in Penang Island does not indicate that it is a crime related to transportation and women travelling by bus services, a
report from the Criminal Department Unit (2005) confirmed that most of the crime happen to be at the limits of public transport facilities amenities such as along the main road, and while walking and waiting at the bus stop. Even though, the reporting of crime in a bus was never given any consideration, the phenomenon is believed to be quite high particularly during peak hours of the bus usage.

The following section gives comprehensive analysis on data collection process, analysis of the findings, conclusion and recommendations.

3.0 Methodology

Data set was conducted in three main metropolitan areas in Penang Island itself specifically Pulau Tikus, Jelutong and Ayer Itam. Unit of analysis is individual. A quota and stratified sampling method were carried out throughout the survey to obtained a valid result and findings from the 3 main area selected. Only women who travel by stage bus to commute to the central business district were being surveyed. The respondents were typically asked to rate their current stage bus attributes in their area which consist of punctuality, comfortability, security, information and infrastructure design. Then, they were also asked to rate their sense of safe travelling in current situation of transport infrastructure facilities such as pedestrian walkways and bus stop design.

An inferential analysis were then carried out to look at the correlation between satisfaction level and fear of crime. Then respondent were asked to identify their crime experienced to further tap on the real point of crime along the journey for future planning.

While conducting the bus passenger survey, surveyors were located at the bus top at specific housing area (Pulau Tikus, Jelutong and Ayer Itam) in order to get the real respondents who travel by stage bus. These activities lasted for 5 hours started from early morning at 6.00am to 11am for 5 days (Monday to Friday). Saturday and Sunday were excluded because Saturday and Sunday are considered as a weekend travelling. Moreover, it is quite difficult to find those going to work on Saturday and Sunday. The primary restriction or failure of using this method is purely because of the time of answering the question. Some of the questions could not be finished by the respondents due to the unknown bus arrivals. To overcome that, surveyors were asked to go on board with the respondents in case the questionnaire was not completed. This has resulted in a new methodology and approach call in this study that is to undertake into an onboard survey where necessary.

4.0 Findings and Discussions

Table 1 shows general descriptive analysis for the woman bus riders being analysed in this study. The aspects being analysed include the age of respondents as well as respondents’ monthly income. This information is essential as to create a real picture of our respondent background according to different metropolitan area selected.

| Table 1. Demographic Pattern of Women Bus Travellers |
Demography Pattern | Percentage (%)  
--- | ---  
Age of respondents:  
• 20’s | 24.4  
• 30’s | 44.2  
• 40’s | 15.6  
• 50’s | 15.9  
Income:  
• <RM500 | 3  
• RM500-RM1000 | 73.8  
• RM1000-RM1500 | 16.4  
• >RM1500 | 6.7

The distribution of the demographic pattern data among the age group consists of the majority of women in the age group of 30’s (44.2%). This was followed by women in the age group of 20’s (24.4%), women in age of 50’s (15.9%) and women in the 40’s (15.6%). Meanwhile, it was analysed that over 70% of the respondents were of those with earning income range RM500 - RM1000 per month. This shows that a majority of the woman travellers who depended on public transportation were the ones with low income. This situation indicates that it is necessary to increase the level of security in public transport services so that security issues will not be a barrier for women from lower income group to travel and improve their economic status.

The study found that, punctuality and security are the two most notable attributes indicated by most woman commuters in Penang urban areas as factors that affect their level of safety if the attributes failed to satisfy them. It was also found that woman travellers express comfortability as the feature that would affect their safe feeling the least. Results of the mean score analysis are presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service attribute</th>
<th>Mean score (1-5)*</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punctuality</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortability</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1-Most important  
5-Least important

It can be seen that significant implication from the result suggests that there is an urgent
need to control the public transport operation system especially on the basic service operation like punctuality, security, information, comfortability and infrastructure provision. Besides that, by opting comfortability as the factor that affect safety level the least while commuting by public transport, it is suggested that public bus companies should provide more effort to improve their services by prioritising punctuality, security and intelligence of services than offering comfort to the commuters.

Table 3. Mean score for level of safety that a women experience travelling on current service characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service characteristics</th>
<th>Mean Score (the 1-7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service attribute:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Waiting too long at the bus stop</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The bus fails to come on time</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• While in the bus</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Travelling with sufficient information</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Travelling with common facilities</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1- Very unsafe 7- Very safe

Table 3 presents the mean score analysis for safety level indication while travelling using the current bus services. The results show that woman commuters indicated a higher level of unsafe when the bus fails to arrive on time (1.72) and when waiting too long at the bus stop (2.12). However, the response of feeling of safe differs for ‘in the bus’ (3.94) and ‘travelling with ample information’ (5.22) which indicates that they feel much safer in the bus and even ‘safer’ when they can access ample information about the services beforehand. When the respondents were asked to rate their level of safety travelling with current facilities or infrastructure design, most of them indicated higher feeling of unsafe (2.36).

The implication of the results shows that woman commuters feel much safer if they can get access to information of the bus services beforehand. Not only that, to be able to reduce the waiting time spent at a bus stop would also increase their level of safety. This will help to reduce the victimization cases.

To understand the phenomena of crime experience and crime location, the following descriptive analysis was conducted, and results are presented in Table 4. Approximately, majority of the respondents surveyed indicated that they had been both the victim and witness of crimes while travelling by bus service (80%). Only around 20% of the total respondents for stage bus indicated ‘no experience’.

In response to the location of crime, 74.2% of the respondents claimed that most crime happened ‘while walking to and from stop’. Another 65.3% of the crimes reported in this survey happened ‘while waiting at the bus stop’. This is then followed by a large amount of crime reported having happened while ‘in the bus’(41.6%). The least reporting crime incident was ‘walking to final destination’ (22%).
A correlation analysis was carried out among the transport service attribute and level of safety was tapped. The following results were obtained:

Table 5 summarizes the correlation analysis of each of the service attributes and level of safety. The results show that all service attributes significantly affect women’s level of safety with attribute like punctuality and security showing a highly significant. An implication of the results indicates that control for standard operation of the bus especially on the management side or known as supply side is urgently needed as failure to perform this factor can cause a greater fear among the woman travelers especially those living in urban area who commute to work on a daily basis.

6.0 Conclusion

6.1 Conclusion

The main contribution of this research is the analysis of the relationship between public transport supply and the travelling safety issues in the central business district. The results
show that control for public transport supply are essential in understanding the fear of crime among woman travellers who possess a unique personal travel pattern. In this investigation, the aim was to determine the exact location of crime among women commuters. Along the journey, walking to and from the bus stop were considered as a critical point where most crime happen. Second hot spot crime area is while waiting for the stage bus at the bus stop.

6.2 Recommendations

- Setting up guideline for standard operating of bus services in urban areas so that the amount of fear while travelling could be reduced to a minimum level.
- Proper planning of transport infrastructure that takes into account the travelling needs of women especially on the environmental surrounding the walking to and from the stop and waiting area should be implemented.
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